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Understanding Anxiety

✤ Fear (Primary Emotion) vs. Anxiety (Secondary Emotion)

✤ Example: You experience fear when you are slipping on an icy sidewalk.  Heart 
racing/sweating, shortness of breath. Then you can become anxious about slipping 
on the sidewalk by walking slow, maybe putting down salt.  This is key to our 
survival. 

✤ Example 2: Bug crawling on and you swat.  Fear response.  Theory is to protect us 
from harmful insects.  Anxiety is that every bug you encounter will harm you.

✤ Anxiety is anticipation of fear



Understanding Anxiety

✤ Fight or Flight—are the moments when you burst of energy —-key to 
survival

✤ Most of us can use anxiety to motivate us to complete a task or help us to 
make good decisions. Example:  Driving in hazardous weather , crossing the 
street with your child, preparing for an exam.  

✤ GLOBAL IMPACT QUESTION— Are you no longer leaving the 
house/going to work/ seeing your friends because you are anxious you will 
slip and fall or that you will encounter a bug. 

✤ 2 forms: Misinterpreting threat or extreme response 



Symptoms of Anxiety

✤ Butterflies

✤ Heart Racing

✤ People Pleaser

✤ Avoidance of task 

✤ Anger

✤ Focus

✤ Sleep Disruptions

✤ Talk about only the 
negative

✤ Irritable



Symptoms of Anxiety

✤ Reflux-belly aches

✤ Very Sleepy (after Fight or Flight—release of relaxation 
hormones/body won’t sustain at that intense of anxiety level)

✤ Sick (alot) Stress/anxious- cortisol is released, weakens antibodies 
that fight infection

✤ Hair Pulling/Picking

✤ Overwhelming/Racing thoughts

✤ OCD (mental)/Selective Mutism/Social Anxiety





Understanding Depression

✤ Depression is a mood disorder that causes a persistent feeling of sadness 

and loss of interest. Also called major depressive disorder or clinical 

depression, it affects how you feel, think and behave and can lead to a 

variety of emotional and physical problems. You may have trouble doing 

normal day-to-day activities, and sometimes you may feel as if life isn't 

worth living.

✤ Is it clinical depression? GLOBAL IMPACT QUESTION?



Symptoms of Depression

✤ Loss of interest in peers/activities

✤ Feeling hopeless “It’s never going to get better”

✤ Change in appetite

✤ Low self-esteem, self worth

✤ Difficulty concentrating

✤ Guilty Feelings

✤ Increase Fatigue

✤ Self/harm, suicidal thoughts



Why Why Why??

They have everything they could ever want need
They are so athletic, smart, beautiful

They have so many friends
They have loving parents

They are healthy
They have so many things going for them!!!

Why are they so anxious, depressed???



Dopamine & Serotonin

Dopamine and Serotonin are two neurotransmitters that play important roles in your brain and gut. An imbalance in your levels



Other factors to consider

✤ Genetic, family history

✤ Disease illness—Thyroid, Diabetes, Vitamin Deficient  

✤ Trauma 

✤ Female more likely (cultural influences)

✤ Hormonal Changes 

✤ Adjustment Disorder—Major Changes life changes

✤ Foods—Caffeine, high sugar intake can increase symptoms



More things to consider…

✤ Culture-post 9/11 babies are graduating High School this year

✤ 24 Hour News

✤ Smart Phone—Alerts Power School & News Alerts

✤ “No child left behind” 2001 higher standards and accountability

✤ SAD—Summer too, not just Winter

✤ Social Media-Unrealistic Expectations/ “Highlight Reel”

✤ Rising cost of college making scholarships every more vital



How can parents help?

✤ Understanding the root cause (don’t rush for the band aide, but listen with 
acceptance) 

✤ Address when the environment is calm- not in the heat of the moment. No rational 
thinking is possible, no one can. (The adrenaline from anger is meant to outrun 
predator so you are not meant to think rationally, it’s for survival) It will take 20-60 
minutes for it to be released from their system.  “They must be bipolar” assumption. 

✤ Consider having the discussion while doing something else to help keep the 
conversation in welcoming environment (memory game, not overly stimulating, 
glitter pillow, driving, tangle).  Even if they don’t looked engaged in what you are 
saying they are listening.

✤ You may not agree with their thought process, but make the goals of conversation be 
be acceptance and understanding (but not challenging). Take your time with this.



Key Phrases

✤ “I’m sorry you are going through this.”

✤ “I hear what you are saying.”

✤ “That must be so hard.”

✤ Nod

✤ Try to avoid…..

✤ Talking too much and making them feeling guilty about or challenging what they are going 
through (adolescents really hate that).  Even if you don’t agree, you are there to listen to 
understand and get to the root of the problem.

✤ 2 year old and a cookie, 12 year who’s ex BFF is wearing the same shirt, 16 year going through 
a break up, 30 something forgetting pre-schooler HW.  Remember different stages of 
development have different triggers. Try to leave out the BUT’s but focus on listening initially



“The way we talk to our children becomes their inner voice” 



What we say….

✤ Mind Yetti (Read Script)

✤ Gratitude

✤ Communication with our kids—-is it about what we love or what we hate, 10 to 
1

✤ Our kids can feel our tension, our stress even if we don’t say it 

✤ Being present in the moment  

✤ Verbalizations have a huge impact

✤ Encourage recall of good, funny, memories. Scrapbook (school/lunch box). Our 
visual memory reacts as though we are in the moment—-Think VR



Remind them it gets better!!

Remember the time 
it got better???



“Don’t believe everything you think” 



Anxiety & Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

✤ Thoughts—-Feeling—-Behaviors

✤ Thought—"If I raise my hand my friends will think I am a teacher’s pet”“If I ask a questions my friends 
will think I am not smart”

✤ Feeling—-embarrassed, overwhelmed, depressed (comparing yourself to others), conflicted, frustrated

✤ Behavior—Act out, shut down, cry,  pick/hair pull, decrease in grades  

✤ “I feel lonely at school” vs. “If I try to make friends with Brian he will want to come to my house and I 
don’t like other kids playing with my stuff” or “What if they come over to my house and they are bored”

✤ The thoughts tend to SKIP a few steps—back it, build your way up

✤ Let’s first see if you and Brian get along

✤ Exposure therapy concept—small dosages.  Maybe Brian doesn’t come to your house, maybe you meet at a 
park for 1 hour. (Time limited/structured activity)

✤ Patience—-taking time to understand the roots and the maladaptive thought patterns



Weddings and Funerals

✤ Choosing what your mind focuses on—-you can 
recognize negative thoughts.  But you don’t have to 
focus on it.  (Breather Balls)

✤ More than one way to look at a situation?  Black and 
White Thinking.  Example, cake



Increase your Serotonin and Dopamine

✤ Exercise

✤ Light—SAD, trying to get outside in daylight even 
when it’s chilly

✤ Whole foods, healthy diet.  Set goals, strive for 5

✤ Laugh

✤ Hang out with friends



Other tips…

✤ App. Forest to decrease how much they are on their 
phone

✤ Remind them that social media is a highlight reel

✤ Internet and technology is not ideal coping skill, too 
much can increase anxiety (more than 2 hours)

✤ Individual Counseling &  group counseling  



Grounding

5 - See: Look around for 5 things that you can see, and say them out loud. For 
example, you could say, I see the computer, I see the cup, I see the picture frame.

4 - Feel: Pay attention to your body and think of 4 things that you can feel, and say 
them out loud. For example, you could say, I feel my feet warm in my socks, I feel the 
hair on the back of my neck, or I feel the pillow I am sitting on.

3 - Hear: Listen for 3 sounds. It could be the sound of traffic outside, the sound of 
typing or the sound of your tummy rumbling. Say the three things out loud.

2 - Smell: Say two things you can smell. If you’re allowed to, it’s okay to move to 
another spot and sniff something. If you can’t smell anything at the moment or you 
can’t move, then name your 2 favorite smells.

1 - Taste: Say one thing you can taste. It may be the toothpaste from brushing your 
teeth, or a mint from after lunch. If you can’t taste anything, then say your favorite 
thing to taste.



Supplemental Materials
AWARE

DBT
Mindfulness Script

14 things

Bring—Tangle, breather ball, 


